
1997 SUPPLEMENTARY LIST 
Grant. E. Mitsch Novelty Daffodils 

PO Box 218, Hubbard, Oregon 97032 
phone: 503-651-2742 fax: 503-651-2792 email: havensr*canby.com 

Thank you very much for your fine interest in. Novelty Daffodils. We would like to 
offer a late season list again this year. 

Orders will be mailed immediately when received. To facilitate good service, please 
give item number of each variety or collection ordered (bold number preceding price). 
Please advise if substitution of equal or greater value is permitted and do not hesitate to 
suggest alternates. Bulbs will be somewhat variable in size and shape, but only blooming 
size bulbs will be sent. A few have been down more than one year in our holding plots and 
may have a rough external appearance. 

We would appreciate orders to be received by  November 7, 1997. Orders for bulbs 
under $20.00 to one address require $3.00 for postage and handling. Thank you. 

NEWER NAMED CULTIVARS 

BLUE MOUNTAINS (seedling x Panache) 2W-W M Ali white trumpet shaped long 
corona; nicely formed perianth. Blooms profusely, making a beautiful clump or mass 
planting. Vigorous increaser. Offered in 1997 under seedling no. JJ55/6. 
02-750 $2.00 each. 

FIONA JEAN (George Morrill) 7Y-GYY L Very rounded flower, much the same style 
as Fruit Cup, but with a yellow perianth. 1-2 flowers per stem. 07-920 $7.00 each. 

IMPETUOUS (Gay Time x Green Hills) 4W-R L Rounded full symmetrical double of 
pure white with orange-red petaloids. 04-818 $10.00 each. 

JUNE BRIDE (seedling x Mission Impossible) llaW-P LM Beautifully colored pure 
pink ruffled split corona with well formed white perianth. 11-989 $7.00 each. 

MOON mom (Helen Link) 5W-Y M A very interesting division five with white 
reflexed perianth and mid yellow cup shaped corona. 05-990 	$8.00 each. 

INDIVIDUAL SEEDLINGS--fertile jonquil hybrids and cyclamineus hybrids  
11020/5 (Quick Step op.) 7W-P A fertile jonquil, the corona is of considerably deeper 

color than Quick Step. 1-3 flowers/stem. 07-952 $5.00 each. 
2J92/1 (Quick Step op. x Cool Flame) 7W-P A well formed fertile jonquil, not offered 

previously, which may be of use for hybridizers. 1-3 flowers/stem, 06-557 $7.00 each. 

If the Species Hybrid Mixture listed in the 1997 catalog, was ordered, the following 
seedlings may have been included. It is important to us that there is an awareness of the 
preceding. 
2N40/1 ((Precedent x Carita) x N. cyclamineus) 6W-P Vigorous, but delicate little 

flower, with mid-length light pink corona and moderately reflexed white perianth. 
06-560 $1.50 each; $4.00 per 3; $15.00 per dozen. 

2M42/1 (Dessert x N. cyclamineus) 6W-Y Fine small flower with rather short light 
yellow corona, and well reflexed broad perianth segments. 
06-920 $1.50 each; $4.00 per 3; $15.00 per dozen. 



SEEDLING COLLECTIONS 
Interest in the seedling collections listed last year was appreciated, and the following are 
being offered again this fall. 
AMERICAN COLLECTION  
Siblings to American Heritage, American Shores and American Dream. They are all of 
show quality with varying degrees of pink and yellow. 
SEH21/10 Deep lemon perianth; pastel pink corona. _ 
SEH21/11 Very pale perianth; deep pink corona; smooth. 
SEH21/12 Pale lemon perianth; pastel pink corona; exquisite form-very smooth. 

99-201 Collection for $30.00 

SPLIT CORONA COLLECTION  
An interesting cross of (Spaceship sib. x Phantom), this series has been of considerable 
interest to numerous visitors. The intense coloration and heavy substance contribute to 
their ability in the garden. In the following collection, two are pink and the other two are 
deep golden yellow. 
TT16/13 l laY-Y Very bright and tall; deep gold ruffled corona with mid yellow perianth. 
TT16/21 IlaY-Y Deeply ruffled golden yellow corona; a bit more formal than TT16/13. 
TT16/25 llaW-P Relatively flat mid pink corona; white perianth. 
TT16/30 llaW-P Ruffled pink corona; well formed white perianth. 

99-203 Collection for $25.00 

INTERMEDIATE COLLECTION  
Last year, a collection of four seedlings was offered. One of those was named La Traviata 
last spring. The other three are planned for possible naming in the near future. They are 
all refined flowers of show quality, very neatly formed and of size which should qualify 
them for intermediate. 
REH11/1 (Cool Flame x N. jonquilla) 2W-O Late. Bright orange cup-shaped corona 

rounded flat perianth with orange underlay. 
TEH.53/11 (Jetfire x Gypsy) 2Y-O Early. Very flat coppery yellow perianth; bright red-

orange straight corona. 
TEH55/11 (Jefire x sdlg) 2Y-R Early. Bright yellow flat perianth with brilliant orange-

red half length straight corona. 
99-200 Collection for $27.00 

CHOICE GROUPS 
We realize that many of you already have some of the following, and therefore are offering 
choices within each group. 

THROCKMOR TON CI_ILTI VARS JONQUIL HY BRIDS 
Champagne Magnum Star Wish Bell Song Oregon Gold 
Lalique Wind Song Dainty Miss oryx 
On Edge Winged Easter Lemon Tarts Stratosphere 
Spring Tonic 99-206 	Choose 3 of the above for $8.00 
99-205 Choose 3 of the above for $8.00 

CY CLAMINEUS HYBRIDS 
Cazique 	 Wings of Freedom 
Flower Waltz 	 Winter Waltz - 
Skater's Waltz 
99-204 Choose 3 of the above for $12.00 

gratis--Seedling KK105/10 (6W-P) 
light pink tubular corona, reflexing white perianth 

GROWER'S CHOICE CULTIVARS 
MiSty Morning 
	 Sioux 

Pasteline 
	 Snow Frills 

Pink Evening 
	

Starfall 
99-207 Choose 3 of the above for $14.00 



FROM JACKSON'S DAFFODILS 
Tasmania, Australia 

This is the first time the following cultivars have been offered in our listings and they are of 
special significance. All are of the characteristic Jackson superb quality for show, as well 
as being especially vigorous for us. 

ACCOMMODATE 2Y-Y EM A double triangular perianth with the very broadly ovate 
petals overlapping at the back. Thick and smooth perianth; funnel shaped trumpet-like 
cup is flanged, frilled and slightly darker than the corona. 02-980 $15.00 each. 

ACCUMEN 2YYW-P L The broadly ovate petals are a glistening lemon yellow with a 
distinct white halo; half length cylindrical pink cup. 02-981 	$23.00 each. 

CHORTLE 3Y-W L A definite division three and a definite reverse bicolor. The bowl 
-shaped cup first opens the same color as the broadly ovate petals before turning white. 
A double triangular flower with glistening smooth petals that reflex slightly. 
03-982- $43.00 each. 

CONTRAVENE 2Y-() L A bright lemon yellow perianth of very ovate petals 
overlapping at the back. The cup shaped corona is bright orange red throughout, giving 
good contrast. Later flowering than most in this division. 02-983 	$15.00 each. 

DISQUIET 1Y-Y L Deep golden yellow trumpet near season's end. A double 
triangular perianth of thick broadly ovate petals. Cylindrical trumpet is rolled at its end. 
In the right conditions, trumpet turns to light orange upon maturity. 
01-984 	$35.00 each. 

MUSTER 4W-0 EM A very showy bright and extremely long-lasting flower that is 
good for show and garden. Three layers of white petals with bright orange petaloids. 
04-985 	$20.00 each. 

PAEAN 117-Y EM A consistent smooth yellow trumpet with plane shovel shaped petals  
and a cylindrical flared trumpet, slightly darker in color than the petals. Stands well on 
a tall stem. 01-986 	$25.00 each. 

RANSOM 4YYW-P L A yellow pink double with two layers of yellow petals with a 
narrow halo of white at their base. The petaloids open yellow soon changing to pink. It 
always has a style and is fertile. 04-987 	$30.00 each. 

SURE-WIN 4W-R A full formal double with five to six layers of pure white petals that 
almost hide the short bright red petaloids except in the very center of the flower. A 
consistently good show bloom. 04-988 $45.00 each. 

INDIVIDUAL CULTIVARS 

PINKS: 
7W-GWP 
6W-P 
2W-P 
4W-P 

07-906 
06-645 
02-492 
04-703 

15.00 
4.00 
5.00 
7.00 

BICOLORS: 
5W-Y 
6W-Y 

05-701 
06-680 

4.00 
3.00 

Baby Pink 
Foundling 
Gaily Clad 
Pink Pageant 

Kite 
White Caps 

YELLOWS: 
Copperfield 2Y-Y 02-154 3.00 

RED or ORANGE CUPS: Meadowlake 2Y-Y 02-239 4.00 
City Lights 	2-YYR 02-383 3.00 Philomath 5Y-y 07-281 3.00 
Classic Delight 2YYW-G00 02-474 13.00 Songster 7YYW-Y 07-331 3.00 
Merlin 3W-YYR 03-243 3,00 The Benson 2Y-Y 02-954 10.00 
Orchard Place 3Y-YY0 03-445 5.00 
Painted Desert 2Y-GY0 03-269 5.00 SMALL FLOWERS 
Triller 7Y-0 07-360 4.00 Clare 7Y-Y 07-674 9.00 

Piculet 5Y-Y 05-410 2.50 
WHITES Rippling Waters 5W-W 05-509 4.00 
Ashmore 2W-W 02-114 4.00 Wren 4Y-Y 04-910 20.00 


